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The transcription is a phonemic one. The values 
are as given in the I.P.A. Principles, except for the 
following: 
I 
PJ , ft] , 1k] , { ts, , it JJ = aspirated 
f 
b, , Cd, , [g] , [dz] , [ d5] = unaspirated `p], 
[tj, 
[k], [tsj, [tj, 
[ 
f j ,f] , [ t f ] , fd3] before [i] and 1 y, 
J fr ' [ t ̀ ']' Ld3.3 
iv 
(n1 before (i) and [y] = Cji] 
[r, _ [a'] when syllabic; when it is after { J, 
[3] [t f ] , [ d3] it is a fricative with 
stròing 
friction. 
{i-.1=[z] in fai] and [ei] , otherwise = [i] 
(e] _ [ei] in Lei] y 
= [11 in lien) and (yen] , otherwise = [ el 
[a] = [al] in [au] , jai and when before [ n] 
[al when before ; ,]] or when final. 
(o)= [o] when before [r]] 
= (DJ when final 
[u] = (u-] in [au] and [au] , otherwise = [u]. 
[D-1= [a -] in (au], 
_ [ A] when before Ir)] , otherwise = [a7 
The quality of vowels vary to some extent with 
the tones; in particular, opener varieties are gener- 
ally used with the second and the fourth tones. 
Tonal marks: ['a] = high- rising 
{,a] = low -falling 
[ \a] = high- falling 
[a, _ low -falling- rising 
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INTRODUCTION. 
No language is spoken on a monotone. When 
we speak the pitch of our voice is in continuous 
motion. The rise and fall of the pitch of the 
voice is always present. This variation of the 
voice pitch may be considered to be 
(1) a feature of the sentence. It belongs 
to the sentence as a whole. When the varia- 
tion of the voice pitch is thus applied to 
the whole sentence, it is called INTONATION. 
Any language that has this kind of variation 
of voice pitch is called an Intonation Lan- 
guage. English, for instance, is an intona- 
tion language. Suppose we take a simple 
sentence, "He's out ",for an example. This 
can be said in a rising intonation or a 
falling intonation (all this I shall discuss 
later). In the first instance it means a 
question and in the second, a statement. 
Intonation, therefore, contributes a shade of 
meaning to the sentence by expressing the 
speaker's attitude or emotions while the sig- 
nificant or the fundamental meaning of the 
sentence remains the same. 
/(2) 
2 
(2) a feature of the individual word. 
It is an integral part of the word and is 
lexically significant. When the varia- 
tion of the voice pitch is applied to 
single syllables or individual words it 
is called TONE. Any language that has 
this rise and fall of the voice pitch as 
the basic part of a word is a Tone 
Language. In other words, in a tone 
language minimal distinctions are found 
in the tones. The same syllable pronounced 
in two different tones would mean two com- 
pletely different things. Chinese is a 
tone language, because every Chinese word 
has, in addition to its vowels and con- 
sonants, a tone of its own. For instance, 
in the particular dialect I am studying 
(+17 spoken with a rising tone means 
"blue" and when spoken with a high -falling 
tone (these I shall discuss later) means 
"invite ". Thus we see that the change of 
tone means also the change of the lexical 
meaning of the word. 
In regard to Chinese, the following interest- 
ing questions naturally arise for those who are al- 
so acquainted with intonation languages: 
(1) Does intonation exist in Chinese? Do 
Chinese speakers use intonation at all? 
/(2) 
3 
(2) If intonation does exist in Chinese, 
then what happens to the individual tone, 
which is one of the basic elements in the 
word? In other words, how does the intona- 
tion affect the tones? What is the relation- 
ship between the intonation and the tones? 
These lead to the more fundamental questions: 
(3) Does the individual tone always remain 
exactly the same whether it is spoken in 
isolation or in succession? Does the tone 
change if it follows or is followed by the 
same or another tone? 
(4) If it does change when spoken in 
succession, if it no longer retains the 
value which it has when pronounced by itself, 
then what is the change like? How does it 
change? 
The above questions are what I have been try- 
ing to work out in this thesis. I first dealt with 
the tones, trying to answer questions (3) and (4). 
Then I worked on their relationship with intonation, 
trying to answer questions (1) and (2). 
In the Chinese language there are many differ- 
ent dialects. Each dialect has its separate set of 
tones. In order to make a careful study of tones 
and intonation I chose to work on the Chengtu dia- 
lect of Szechuan, this being the dialect I was 
/brought 
4 
brought up with. My parents, my relatives,and 
most of my friends speak this dialect. My 
father, of whose speech I made a particular 
study in connection with intonation, was born 
and brought up in Chengtu. He speaks no other 
dialects. 
Being a student of Phonetics, I have ob- 
served for several years the speech of my rela- 
tives and friends with the question of intona- 
tion and tones in mind. Two years ago I attempted 
a preliminary study along this line dealing with 
certain types of questions spoken in different 
moods and states of emotion. But as (1) I made up 
the questions myself and (2) I took down the intona- 
tion without the help of any instrument, the result 
did not appear very convincing, though in its 
limited scope it was satisfactory to myself. There- 
fore in my present study I started from actual con- 
versation. 
In studying the intonation I first recorded 
eight hours of conversation with my father. From 
the recordings I picked out sentences whose intona- 
tion can be grouped under various emotional states 
or attitudes. With the help of a swanee whistle 1 
/and 
1. A tin whistle with a stopper which can be ad- 
justed to give the pitch desired. The sound 
produced is continuous like that of the human 
voice. 
5 
and the tape-repeater. 
1 
I noted down the intona- 
tion. Finally I checked the results on the 
spectrograph.2 
In observing the tones and their changes, I 
first wrote down words of one syllable, and then 
phrases containing two or three syllables in all 
the possible combinations of tones. Both my 
father and myself read them aloud many times. Then 
I noted them down with the help of a swanee whistle 
and then checked the results on the kymograph and 
the spectrograph. It took much more time to sort 
out examples for the four- syllable -group than all 
the rest as the number of combinations amounts to 
256. In fact, had to resort to some Chinese 
novels in order to get a complete set of phrases 
containing four syllables. 
1. This was invented by our Department. Two tape - 
recorders are joined in such a way that a particular 
passage on the tape of one recorder can be recorded 
on to the other and repeated as many times as required. 
For details please inquire at the Phonetics Department, 
Edinburgh University. 
2. See appendix. 
CHAPTER I: TONES AND THEIR CHANGES 
When a Chinese character is read aloud the 
sound produced consists of not only the consonants 
and the vowels but also a tone, because, as stated 
before, every Chinese word has a tone of its own. 
This tone, which is used in reading aloud a charac- 
ter in isolation, may be called the NAMING TONE, 
since it is as if we are giving that character 
a name. This tone is used when the word is uttered 
by itself, not in conjunction with other words. 
A Chinese without any phonetic training 
would maintain that a Chinese word is always pro- 
nounced with its naming tone whether it is pronounced 
in isolation or otherwise, (i.e. whether it follows 
or is followed by another word of the same or an- 
other tone). But through careful observation it will 
be noticed that in a phrase or a sentence the naming 
tone is often replaced by another tone. The naming 
tone and those which take its place are ALI,OTONES 
of one TONEME The toneme can be compared to the 
phoneme; just as a phoneme consists of a number of 
allophones, so a toneme consists of a number of allo- 
tones. The Chinese who has had no phonetic training 
is unaware of and therefore unable 
allotone used on a particular word 
sentence. This replacement of one 
this interchange of allotones, is c 
to isolate the 
in a phrase or 
tone by another, 
ailed TONE SANDHI4 
/or 
IK See D.Jones, The Phoneme: Its Nature and Use, p.153 . 
--,See Y.R.Chao, Mandarin Primer, Vol. I, p.25. 
or PERTURBATION. 
Each tone has its own SHAPE or FEATURE; this 
consists of two elements, PITCH and COURSE. By 
"pitch" I mean whether the tone is high or low or 
mid. By "course" I mean whether the tone rises 
or falls as the word is pronounced. If the voice 
pitch rises when pronouncing a word, then that 
word is said to have a RISING TONE. If the pitch 
falls, then it is a FALLING TONE. If the voice 
pitch remains unchanged, i.e., if it stays on the 
same level then it is a LEVEL TONE. If two rising 
tones exist in a language and one starts at a higher 
level than the other then one is called HIGH RISING 
TONE and the other LOW- RISING. Likewise there are 
HIGH -FALLING, LOW- FALLING, MID -FALLING, HIGH -LEVEL, 
LOW- LEVEL, and MID -LEVEL, etc. 
It is necessary to bear in mind that the pitch 
we are discussing here is relative and not absolute. 
It is not absolute like the pitch of a musical note, 
which has a definite frequency. A middle C is 
always a middle C whether it is sung by a man or a 
woman or a child. But the pitch we are dealing with 
here is the voice pitch of the individual when used 
in speech. It is relative in the sense that every 
/individual 
In his Ph.D.thesis, "Phonetics of Pekingese" (1923), 
D.M.Beach calls them "height" and "direction ". 
8 
individual has his or her own range of voice 
pitch. One man may have a high- pitched voice 
and another a low -pitched voice. The high- rising 
tone in the second man's speech may in actual fre- 
quency be the same as the low- rising tone in the 
first man's speech; yet we shall still call the 
first man's a low -rising and the second man's a 
high- rising tone. What we deal with is the voice 
pitch of an individual in relation to all the 
different pitches the same individual uses in his 
speech. Therefore it is the relative and not the 
absolute pitch that is of importance. 
9 
PART I: MONOSYLLABLES. 
There are four naming tones in the Chengtu 
dialect of Szechuan, China. If we divide the 
pitch of an individual's voice into (1) high, 
(2) mid -high, (3) mid, (4) mid -low and (5) low, 
a description of the four naming tones will then 
be as follows: 
1. Tone I, High- rising -- --it starts 
between mid -high and mid and rises 
to high, e.g. % [it] , (clear). 
2. Tone II, Low -falling - - --it starts 
somewhere lower than mid and ends 
between mid -low and low. e.g. o/ j4nl 
(fine, when referring to weather). 
J 
3. Tone III, High -falling - - --it starts 
about mid -high and falls to somewhere 
a little higher than low. Often 
there is a very slight rise at the 
start but it is so slight that it can 
hardly be noticed. Thus we call it 
high- falling instead of high- rising- 
falling. e.g. A ( \-t(;n-1 (invite). 
4. Tone IV, Low- falling- rising - - -- it 
starts about mid -low and falls to low 
and then rises ending at about mid 
or higher. e.g. Í JÏnJ (to cele- 
brate). Often the fall reaches so 
/low 
10 
low a point that the voice 
is almost creaky. 
Using Y.R.Chao's method of showing Mandarin 
tones, we may represent approximately the four 
naming tones of the Chengtu dialect as follows. 
The lines representing the tones go from left to 
right. The vertical line is a reference line and 
is divided into high, mid -high, mid, mid -low and 
low. 
Fig .1 and Fig. 2 are the spectrograms of the four 
naming tones of 
% ¡nJ 
( ; ̀t(.nl (vt; ftJ (clear, 
fine, to invite, to celebrate), ás spoken by my- 
self and by my father. Fig. 3 is the spectrogram 
of the four naming tones of ñ ,R; 44 [30),(301,[\6) [vko] 
(item, shell, can, lesson). Fig. 4 is that of 
(vu],[qu] (alone, bone, ancient, former). 
Figs. gl, g2, g3, are the respective graphs plotted 
from them. Fig. is the kymograph tracings 
GJ ̀j1 ['J, O kIp [ \I y ], EvtJil "(wife, to ride, to get up, 
/vapour"). 
Y.R.Chao: "A System of Tone Letters,' Le Maitre Phonétique 
3rd Series, XLV, (April- June,1930),Pp.24 -27. 
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vapour), Fig. g4 is the graph plotted from the 
kymograms, Fig. k2 is the kymograph tracings of 
v4yd [4 0a, (clear, hair, small, longevity) 
and Fig. g5 is the graph plotted from them. 
Another way of showing the approximate rela- 
tive pitches of the naming tones is as follows. 
The space between the horizontal lines represents 
the voice range of the individual, the other lines 
show the shapes of the tones. The lines showing 
the pitches go from left to right. 
i. j.0 
Figs. 5, a and b, and 6 are respectively the spectro- 
grams of the naming tones of ßär ('jei],[,5ed,C\ fej [je;1 
(fly, fat, bandits, expense) , and Wilkira,['d,1 j.d,) [ \c1;1 1,,d;, 
(low, drop, bottom, and floor). 
12 
PART II: TWO -, THREE -, AND FOUR -SYLLABLED GROUP. 
In representing the tone sandhi in the two -, 
three -, and four -syllabled groups, I shall use 
Y.R.Chao's notation with the vertical line. But 
in the examples themselves I shall omit the 
vertical line and put the tonal mark in front of 
the phonetic transcription of each syllable. To 
avoid confusion, I shall do this only for the 
first example of each set.. 
A. Two -syllabled group: In the two- syllabled group 
the tone sandhi is as follows: 
1. Toneme I. Naming tone, high -rising, 
marked thus: I 
a. When T.I. follows 
(1) When T.I. follows another T.I. then 
it becomes a mid -level tone, marked 
thus: -{ 












(2) When T.I follows T.II, it becomes a level 
/tone, 
13 
tone, somewhere between mid and 
mid -low, 
e.g. T.II + T.I 
th 6a] 
144, It Salk tsaal 
ej 13 
(3) 






a famous general 
in the time of 








When T.I. followsTIII, it also becomes 
a level tone somewhere between mid -low 
and mid, 
















(4) When T.I. followsTIV, it retains its original 
/course 
14 
course, though it does not rise quite as 
high as when it is pronounced in isolation, 
e.g. T.IV +.T.I 
[voii 'pa] 
ti -I- d3a jai I 
t 4; s/( 1../1 1 
J 
*p y [wen baig 
E T C ] 1169] 















But when Toneme I is specially emphasised, then it 
retains its rising course no matter which toneme 
precedes it: 
to draw lots e.g. 
['tjDt /en] (1.It1i) (Fig .14) 
Wit aa; 
' fu] 
(TIitT') to buy books 
b. When T.I. precedes: 
J 
(1) When T.I. precedes another J.I. ' it 
remains high- rising. It starts at 
the same point as when it is pro- 
nounced in isolation but does not 
/end 
15 
end as high 
e.g. T.I + T.I 
see Nt f 
Cf , 1 (2) when T.I. precedes T.II 
or T.IV then it starts from a point 
slightly lower than when it is 
pronounced in isolation and also 
does not rise as high. 
e.g. T.I + T.II , { /d3 o 
Ij '411'63 
t;- C d3 r Jrl 
a [ u Jia] 







e.g. T.I + T.III 
41* [ f2n 
























e.g. T.I + T.IV 
' 4§._ 
'g"! L -i f i n d30) 
[fin d3vau-] 
tut [tjin .kf i] 















2. Toneme II, naming tone, low -falling, 
marked thus: J 
a. When T.II follows: 
(1) When T.II follows T.I or T.III 
or T.IV it retains its original 
shape but starts lower than the 
starting point of its naming 
tone and also falls lower. 
e.g. T.I + T.II 
4"9:1,1=1J see 
e.g. T.III + T.II 
p 4í { ¡Jo 011an3 
Rio_ J 4 Ì J _ 
me. 




/a small flag 
4711: v1 .1:v1.1 
c4 . 
4736 
17 .j. [;at, {f; a small flag 
(Fig.k5b & 
Fig.g8) 
[ j; t -Ejiau] to request 
(Fig.20) 
good chess- 
-4# [ Xa1L playing 
(Fig.21) 
e.g. T.IV + T.II 
gol J 
an unimportant 
character in a 
play 
(Fig.kBa & 
#1I f iat] 














(2) When T.II follows another T.II, the 
shape also remains the same. It starts 
at about the same point as the naming 
tone but does not fall so low. 
1za. J .( : .l .l 
1411 
e.g. T.II + T.II 
--' 4 _('fa'd3'a] 
[ ba dI] 











4714- j van t .Iyen, completely 
tuan };t civilization 
(3) When a syllable of T.II is reduplicated 
e.g. as a form of address or in baby 
talk, then the second syllable is pronounced 
in a mid -level tone. 
e.g. T.II + T.II 
yeA [ .bd -ba ] father (Fig.24) 
414z [ J JR] uncle, father's 
younger brother 
[ n Lt] ox 
b. When T.II precedes another toneme 
(including another T.II) it retains its 
original low -fall. It starts a little 
higher than the naming tone and does not 




e.g. T.II + T.I 
see 1'2 
T.II + T.II 
see /H1a, 
T.II + T.III 
41i, 1.t1 \ Io 
[ ba 1u3 í 
i fa 1p] 
AL [ In Vat-LI 
)14,- 












in the Chin.opera 
T.II + T.IV. 
19 
T.II + T.IV 
g6t Ldzwl] soap 
ÏK [tau t 11] pottery 
f fa tfi ] to be angry 
(Fig.k4d & 









3. Toneure III, naming tone, high falling, 
marked thus: 
a. When T.III follows 
(1) When T.III follows another toneme 
(including another T.III), it loses 
the very slight rise which sometimes 
appears in the naming tone. Also it 
starts at a lower point than the 
naming tone and does not fall so low. 
It only reaches mid -low 
e.g. T.I + T.III 
417: 1\) see 7 
cf 
,4e.7 
T.II + T.III 
*4:4\1=JV 
see 117 IS 
ci* 14's 
T.III + T.III 
Gait \{fau.] a clown 
} " 






94) [ xo ba-1 torch 
(Fig.28) 
g [pet den] a person who can 
see supernatural 
things 
d' ( Eiau a small chisel 
(Fig.k5c & 
Fig.g8) 
[d3an ban1 whole volume 
T.IV + T.III 
-W- u m parents 




Ì [Mau. Jaen] to run ..a 
risk 
J14&- 
Ja kJ; ] proper name 
(Fig.k6c & 
Fig.g9) 
.u] a sharp axe 
(Fig.k9 & 
Fig-g12) 
(2) When a syllable of T.III is reduplicated, 
e.g. as a form of address or in baby talk, 
the second syllable is then spoken in a 
low- falling tone. 
e.g. 
Ö \ 4 1   
.e4 [ d3ie ,d3;e] elder sister 
-t {sau Saul elder sister -in- 
law. 
[ bau bat] baby 
[rna ma] gee -gee 
b. When T.III precedes another toneme 
/(including 
21 
(including another T.III), then it 
becomes a level tone between mid -high 
and high, marked thus: 1 
e.g. T.III + T.I 
see 073 
T.III + T.II 
see 4,10 
T.III + T.III 
see 4 Iq 












to write a 
letter 
morning 
4. Toneme IV, naming tone,low- falling- rising,marked 
thus 
a. When T.IV follows 
(1) When T.IV follows another toneme 
(including another T.IV) it becomes 
a very low -falling tone arrested by 
a glottal stop and loses the final 
rise which exists in its naming tone. 
The glottal stop makes it quite 
distinct from Toneme II, which is low - 
/falling 
22 
falling but starts at a slightly higher 
point than the present toneme we are 
discussing. We shall call it a low -low- 
falling tone, marked thus: J 
+25.1v} -31j 
e.g. T.I +.T.IV 
see ó 
T.II + T.IV 
see 4/6 
T.III + T.IV 
see 4721- 
T.IV + T.IV 
[v31 ,_dyn] eventually 
(Fig.ki3 & 
+/: 1,1-> JJ 6 
28a:,ajJ 




















(2) When T.IV is reduplicated, e.g. as in 
baby talk or as a form of address or as 
an adverb of manner, then the second 
/syllable 
23 





14 c 01-4 , ] 
'44 [man 




B. When T.IV precedes another toneme it retains 
the same shape as the naming tone but its 
starting point is lower, the dip is lower, 
and the end rising is not as high. 
e.g. T.IV + T.I 
see 4 4 
T.IV + T.II 
seem I 
T.IV + T.III 
see d Q 
T.IV + T.IV 
see 147.2 8 a 
But when T.IV is specially emphasised 
then even when it follows another toneme, 
it remains low- falling -rising 
e.g. 
' ' b L -EJr a J eating 
Piklt 
is 
T (ue; d ì u1 
J J 
5. When a syllable not stressed (by stress 
to sleep 
I mean a reinforced abdominal pulse occurring 
/on 
24 
on a syllable), as it often happens with 
the "particles ", it loses its tonal 
behaviour, i.e., it is so short that 
we cannot distinguish whether it is going 
up or down. In such cases we shall call it 
a NEUTRAL TONE, marked thus: - 
The pitch level of the neutral tone is 
decided by the toneme preceding it. It is 
high when preceded by T.I or T.III but mid 











From the above we reach the following conclusions 
for the two -syllabled group: 
1. Tonemel is susceptible to change when following 
another toñe; it becomes a mid -level tone. 
Reduplication makes no difference to the change, 
But when it follows Toneme IV then it remains 
high- rising. 
2. Toneme II remains more or less the same, i.e., low - 
falling, except.when reduplicated. Then it becomes 
a mid -level tone. 
III is susceptible to change when preceding 
another toneme. It becomes a high -level tone. When 
it is reduplicated then it becomes a low -falling tone. 
4. Toneme IV is susceptible to change when following 
another toneme. It becomes a very low fall and ends 
with a glottal stop. But when it is reduplicated 
then it becomes a mid -level tone.., 
il--v 
1 1 -I 1 J 1\I 1-1 





7-I 1J 1\1 1J 
v11 ./1.1 A vI j 
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B. Three -syllabled group: In the three- syllabled 
group the tone sandhi is as follows: 
T.I + I + I: 
111 
T.I + I + II: 
11 J 
The 1st syllable remains high -rising. 
The 2nd syllable is level, but 
starts lower, and sometimes has 
a very slight fall due to the fact 
that 
The 3rd syllable is even lower and 
is level. 
e.g. 
t 'sav -Jyev -tat 1 a kind of soup 
(Fig.4l) 




pa] a famous poet 
of the Sung 
Dynasty 
t c[531 SS] head of the 
Taoist sect 
The 1st syllable remains high- rising. 
The second syllable becomes mid -level. 










PA I jei cij; {Ja aerodrome 
(Fig.44) 
l5 ;d1 ;du Ì'] banana skin. 
T.I + I + III: The 1st syllable remains high- rising. 
The 2nd syllable becomes mid -level 
1V4 1 /and 
27 
and sometimes has a very slight fall. 
The 3rd syllable remains high -falling, 
e.g. 
'= {/xüa -San. m6] 
C d3r dyu 







T.I + I + IV: The 1st syllable remains. high-rising. 
11/1-1-L The 2nd becomes mid- level. 
The 3rd becomes a low -low- falling. 
e.g. 
' " ItLLâ.1. - \--c13in dressing 
-1 g 
mirror 
id, L [kin JaYL dau 
{ an d9 xuai 








T.I + II + I: The 1st syllable remains high- rising. 
The 2nd syllable remains low- falling. 
The 3rd becomes mid -level. 
e.g.3 4 
{d5 ma d3i] 
L ilìn ïci 0 )]] 










T.I + II + II: The 1st syllable remains high- rising. 
11JJ:1J.1 The 2nd and the 3rd remain low- falling, 
/the 
T.I + II + 
1 4v=14\1 
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the 3rd starts a little 
the 2nd. 
e.g. 
¡ ÿ ['] J .nìen] 
Sn] 
dij 
III: The 1st 
The 2nd 
The 3rd 















syllable remains high -rising. 
remains low -falling. 
remains high- falling. 
e.g..1Af,/ 
1 -19 tyl \bad] 
[ NsLln. mau djm] 
1" rut 
1st syllable remains high- rising. 
2nd remains low -falling. 
3rd becomes a low- low -falling. 










1-1 U l 
J 
ia I,l C[7 ì] 
114. ft im a u. tien] 




"Monkey," a novel 
shuttlecock 
1\11a1y-i The 2nd remains high -falling but does not 
fall as low as the naming tone; it ends 
/at 
29 
at ahout mid -high, marked thus; 1 
The 3rd becomes mid- level- 
e.g. 
[766212a1 -43;a] capitalist 
,[Jial 09 Sa'1 Hongkong 
shirt 
(Fig.55) 
4 v [ n y i ] new raincoat 
,f it /III law 553 
Teacher 
.1 Mr. Ting 
T.I + III + II: The 1st syllable remains high- rising. 
The 2nd falls from high to mid -high. 
The 3rd remains low -falling. 
e.g. 
I'- r(u.e; xo ,to] I 
[ says bias. fu,] 
[t(uei JMei Ju ] 





pot for water 
when ironing 
414 [djin r xuan] gold earring 
T.I + III + III: The 1st syllable remains high -rising. 
iyv 
The 2nd falls from high to mid -high. 
The 3rd starts slightly lower than 
the 2nd and falls to low. 
e.g. 
-) -ig- C'San ̀ Jau \ d3ie] 
G 1; L ri Sr aVt] 
trh 1. k(ue u J&] 
y 5a4] 












The 2nd falls from high to mid -high. 
The 3rd becomes low -low- falling. 
L -Erevi a3U Ciri`] Catholicism 
(Fig.60) 
-11,4 Lkf ien binoculars 
(Fig.61) 
,r 
Jau mien,] noodles in. 
soup 
T.I + IV + I: The 1st syllable remains high -rising. 
Ivi 1 1.1-1 
The 2nd becomes a low level tone, 
marked thus: J 
The 3rd becomes a mid -level. 
eg, 
PtJin_d&I, H scavenger 
d3a d3i1 





T.I + IV + II: The 1st syllable remains high -rising. 
1vIJJ The 2nd becomes low -level. 
The 3rd remains a low -falling tone. 
e.g. 
a thin dustcoat 
the third grand- 
uncle 
[the 6 the Municipal / Council 
(Fig.63) 
T.I + IV + III: The 1st syllable remains high -rising. 
1J \I The 2nd becomes low- levels 
The 3rd remains a high -falling tone 
though it does not fall quite as low 
as the naming tone. 
e.g. 
/eau -de- Cologne 
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A['xuô_ _(u \ juai] eau -de- Cologne n 
.rr 
#`it, [ xUd 
J 
ta 1u1eij a careless 
iN ` devil 
¡j1.A. 
A ai u 'dz ti] to march 
T.I + IV + IV: The 1st syllable remains high -rising. 
1vivi -41 -] The 2nd becomes low-level. 
The 3rd becomes low -low- falling. 
e.g. 
40Yÿ, [c a.u_d.ai`xue;]reception party 
(Fig.64) 
a new cupboard 
for storing 
blankets 
{L a oJJ d5an1Officer Wang 
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T.II + I + I: The 1st syllable remains low- falling. 
J1--r 1-f The 2nd remains high- rising. 
The 3rd becomes mid -level. 
e.g. 
014411_,II'Du 
Exual bau Je ] 
r 






T.II + I + II: The 1st syllable remains low- falling. 
The 2nd remains high- rising. 
The 3rd, low- falling 
e.g. 
144 i oi \ ±a] 
[y 9an ¡au.] 
Cfyl elfat p°] 
At [xo xuatlY] 






a character in 
folk tale. 
(Fig.68) 
a lily pond 
T.II + I + III: The 1st syllable remains low- falling. 
J1\I= J1N The 2nd remains high -rising. 
The 3rd remains high -falling. 
e.g. 
Ì-- u.] ballet 
Iftti [.tu !u \ ran] library 
(Fig.69) 
444 r-Ell SDn o] 




The 2nd remains high -rising. 
/The 3rd 
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The 3rd becomes low- low -falling. 
e.g. 
JA 4,,5j JI \tau x ua ,_(an] name of a play 
°13'1(1 
b' J] mental disease 
41q [ f yen d3ar, clog] the name of a cave 
(Fig.71) 
T.II + II + I: The 1st syllable remains low- falling. 
J \1¡--JJ - The 2nd also remains low -falling. 
The 3rd becomes mid -level. 
ii r\ 
if/p5«4[c3Jota{f e] 
[o m; layt1 
a green brooch 
bicycle 
(Fig.72) 
Mount Omei of 
Szechwan 
T.II + II + II: The 1st syllable, the 2nd syllable and 
JJJ-J.1J 
the 3rd syllable all remain low -- falling, 
but each starts a little lower than 
the preceding one. 
e.g. 
The Ninth month 
J 3 festival 
[ -i S° 41aß] Iron- chained 
Bridge 
(Fig.73) 
32c;-Y-i] [ bQ d3; J°1 
name of a pavil- 
ion 
T.II + II + III: The 1st and the 2nd syllables remain 
low -falling. The 2nd starts a little 
lower. 
The 3rd remains high- falling 
e.g. 




iZ {001j rn.e .uei] red ink J 
A t.F C xan i the name of 
a lane 
T.II * II + IV: The 1st and the 2nd syllable remain low- 
J.1v1- .14J falling. 
The 3rd becomes low -low -falling. 
e.g. 
g4 Lxor] \ lau mop] ] "The Red Chamber 
Dream" name of 
a novel , (lo mari c,15art formation 
b4itit 
[ 
be Je o 
,,I,] The Story of 
the White Snake 
(Fig.74) 
T.II + III + I: The 1st syllable remains low- falling. 
J\114 
J The 2nd becomes: high -level. 
The 3rd becomes mid- level. 
g 
C.xual "pu -ta.n] 
>\ bau u&n] 
?¿ice .â ] $Lte f 
T.II + III + II: The 1st syllable remains low - 
The 2nd becomes high -level. 


















T.II + III + III. 
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T.II + III + III: The 1st syllable remains low- falling. 
\N-4 J1\1 The 2nd becomes high -level. 
The 3rd remains high -falling 
e.g. 




Otc[xavl- u bia,u] thermometer 
(Fig.80) 
14042 f xai sole of shoe 
T.II + III + IV: The 1st syllable remains low- falling. 
J\ The 2nd becomes high -level. 
The 3rd becomes low -low- falling. 
e.g. 
44_4 [ \xu ] a2.n `.1)' tj 
Li L b' /a f L`] 
]jaundice 
(Fii $I) 
apple tree (Fì) 
áa -take zips 
T.II + IV + I: The 1st syllable remains low- falling. 
The 2nd becomes a low -level tone. 
The 3rd remains high- rising. 
e.g. 
L \7ï -Jien'san] 








T.II + IV + II: The ist syllable remains low- falling. 
The 2nd becomes low -level. 
The 3rd remains low- falling. 












T.II +IV +III: The 1st syllable remains low -falling. 
The 2nd becomes low -level. 




[ ua bu 
¿15 
] 
T.II + IV + IV: The 1st syllable remains low 
The 2nd becomes low -level. 
The 3rd becomes low -low -fall 
e.g. 
4040;1 fey 
[ dza xo c1 en ) 
cza c3iaylvenJ 






of a Governor 













T.III + I + I: The 1st syllable becomes high -level. 
The 2nd becomes mid -level. 
The 3rd also becomes mid -level but 
slightly lower than the 2nd syllable. 
e.g. 






/ 4-41\ naine of a 
)&,\ [ u fir] d2 1 restaurant 
T.III + I + II: The 1st syllable becomes high -level. 
The 2nd becomes mid- level. 




[ y i r1 Jjo] Phonetics 
yF 
C 
(iv, 6a hi Little Paris 
T.III + I + III: The 1st syl]á le becomes high -level. 
N IN 
The 2nd becomes mid- level. 
The 3rd remains high -falling. 
e.g. 






T.III + I + IV: The 1st syllable becomes high -level. 
The 2nd becomes mid -level. 
The 3rd becomes low- low -failing. 
e.g. 
\--:Len 








T.III + II + I: The 1st sylla ble becomes high -level. 
'1 -->1 H The 2nd remains low -falling. 
The 3rd becomes mid -level. 
e; 
g. un- u. 1 a lipstick 
59n] school- 
children / 
t gl-Ída. name of a street in Chengtu, 
Szechuan. 
(Fig.94) 
T.III + II + II: The 1st syllable becomes high -level. 
N .( \I The 2nd remains low -falling. 
The 3rd also remains low -falling. 
e.g. 




Jite lot) tau] 
5an] 
tap for water 
Americans 
TI.III 
+ II + III: The 1st syllable becomes high -level. 
i NI \W IN The 2nd remains low- falling. 
The 3rd remains high -falling. 
e.g. 
/V-A/ [`lc .te \ plt+] 'i C JaL1 be aJ 
y ] 
a legendary character 





/T.III + II + IV: 
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T.III + II + IV: The 1st syllable becomes high- level. 
The 2nd remains low- falling. 
The 3rd becomes low- low -falling. 
e.g. 
OC(yen ,uek_c13m ] 
144 j lau xo Jr 
4í71a í ban maY1 clRen.] 








T.III + III + I: The 1st syllable becomes high -level. 
The 2nd falls from high to mid -high. 
The 3rd becomes x mid -level. 
e.g. 
611(14:5144 
rbaq" -Ja safe -box 
(Fig.98) 
eau. ma +1] race -course 
tiger spirit 
l au cl3ìau 63 a1 , name of a shop 
T.III + III + II: The 1st syllable becomes high -level. 
The 2nd falls from high to mid -high. 
The 3rd remains a low- falling tone 
e.g. 
1'03-4 [`eau ma .-tj-all race -course 
(Fig.100) 
Chairman Lee 
T.III + III + III: The 1st syllable becomes high -level. 
vN --Ty\ The 2nd falls from high to mid -high. 
The 3rd remains high -falling but ends 





4 [ -balk \ d' j ] the Conservative 
Party 
(Fig.101) 




T.III + III + IV. The 1st syllable becomes , high -level. 
v\f \A-3 -\y,1 The 2nd remains high- falling ending 
somewhere about mid -high. 
The 3rd becomes a low- low -falling tone. 
e.g. 
t,`1 [ lau, \iu, , dz au] 
dien] 
i ¡al fau jen] 






an asylum for 
the aged 
T.III + IV + I: The 1st syllable becomes high -level. 
Jv 1- 7 .1 1 The 2nd becomes a low -level tone. 
The 3rd remains high -rising 
e.g. 
11 : [ `da _ dz2 
f clean da ì ] 
ç d3a4 
T.III + IV + II: The 1st syllable becomes 
The 2nd becomes low -leve 















-í( s .faj] a6t_ { vegetable market 
(Fig.107) 
C 
fia bicycle pump 
T.III + IV + III: The 1st syllable becomes high -level. 
\1vi\--;-1 J V The 2nd becomes low- level. 
The 3rd remains high -falling. 
e.g. 
u.1 Friday 





a ghost who asks 
for debt, a form 
of abuse 
(Fig.109) 
T.III + IV IV: The 1st syllable becomes high -level. 
The 2nd becomes low- level. 
The 3rd becomes low -low -falling 
e.g. 
11,4k k { ó _mien,.cja)] rolling pin 
.iL /fto Eli 6aì SS ] Thursday 
, C ¡u dhen Xua, old phone number (Fig.110) 
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T.IV + I + I: The 1st syllable remains low -falling- rising 
V11 1-4/11-1 The 2nd remains high- rising. 
The 3rd becomes mid -level. 
e.g. 
t V:2 
[.,X c á4n -ji-] a bad thing 






T.IV + I + II: The 1st syllable remains low- falling- rising. 
v11.1 v111 The 2nd remains high -rising. 
The 3rd remains low- failling 
e.g. 
qt-i [Arm. )(Lt p'oJ beggar women 
(Fig.112) 
. ; J [ jal San Y a pond for liber- 
ated living fish 
(Fig .113) 
4-Vg Cd5in. xua yen] name of a novel 
T.IV + I + III: The 1st syllable remains low- falling -rising 
The 2nd remains high- rising. 
The 3rd remains high -falling 
e.g. 
i 1 [ uan r f-o1) an ancient kind 
of megaphone 
(Fig.114) 
[Wa ¡jaw- U1 selling noodles 
4,)40, [dau. lari] to go to Hongkong 
T.IV + I + IV: The 1st syllable remains low -falling -rising. 
The 2nd remains high- rising. 
The 3rd becomes a low -low -falling tone. 
i 'd3au liu1 Foreign Ministry 
/tram stop 
43 
dien '4e .-d) A] 




T.IV + II + I: The 1st syllable remains low -falling- rising. 
J14JJ--1 The 2nd remains low -falling. 
The 3rd becomes mid -level. 
e.g. 
tfu- fa]] 
41 fr ko.a.J 
rubber band 
(Fig.116) 
funeral pro - 
cession 
(Fig.117) 
name of a 
flower 
T.IV + II + II: The 1st syllable remains low- falling- rising. 
The 2nd remains low- falling. 
The 3rd remains low- falling. 
. an] 
[ J; ìa -t(ua] 





goods can be 
purchased 
(Fig.118) 
T.IV + II + III: The 1st syllable remains low -falling- rising. 
The 2nd remains low- falling. 
The 3rd remains high -falling. 
e.g. 
C1 Ivy . be \lt, 
[ pzz 
,Z l zZ Jai j'ueì 
/T.IV + II + IV: 
"half -wit" 
a term of abuse 
(Fig.119) 




T.IV + II + IV: The 1st syllable remains low -falling- rising. 
,,1 1 ,,k/1 The 2nd remains low- falling. 
The 3rd becomes low -low- falling. 
e 
[v-b au Jan ot6.n] ickled egg 
(Fig .120) 
r lti LL M 7 barber 
1 c;a 0 3au] 
T.IV + III + I: The 1st syllable remains low - 
The 2nd becomes high -level. 
The 3rd becomes mid -level. 
e.g. 
(ue' lau] 
)4,1\v v(t\ la b] 
4x j11:- [ dy n dju 
v1\11 -t/] 1 -1 





to worship the 
ancestors 
T.IV + III + II:The 1st syllable remains low- falling -rising. 
The 2nd becomes high -level. 
The 3rd remains low- falling. 
e.g. .  .
{diyi-xo Jut] 
{ /ai Y Ian Ireland 
T.IV + III + III: The 1st syllable remains low -falling- rising. 






The 3rd remains high -falling 
T.IV + III 
e.g. 
Pt)? ,c [ dz 
GZì\-r 
4 .py 71 ' ( 
r 
J 
./UU C ÎU. 
J 





to play the 
clown 
IV: The 1st syllable remains low- falling- rising. 
The 2nd becomes high- level. 
The 3rd becomes low- low -falling. 
e.g. 
C d3au d3u cl3ìâu 
4),-!'A Lim j?kk ¡I] 




to wear spectacIs 
T.IV + IV + 1: The 1st syllable remains low- falling -rising. 
,Avi 1-, 1-I The 2nd becomes low -level. 
Te 3rd becomes mid -level. 
e.g. 
-r 6-1 _ r 
47-i/ [-kA d3; ss] 
J 







T.IV + IV + II: The ltt syllable remains low -falling -rising. 
The 2nd becomes low -level. 
The 3rd remains low- falling. 
e.g. r 
a n_ aÌb,n . d3 e] Christmas 
(Fig.127) 
[a, byl -q09 great fool 
/T.IV + IV + 
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T.IV + IV + III: The 1st syllable remains low -falling- rising. 
v,1\,AJ The 2nd becomes low -level. 
The 3rd remains high -falling. 
e.g. 




T.IV + IV + IV: The 1st syllable remains low -falling -rising. 
--7/1 JJ The 2nd becomes low -level. 
The 3rd becomes low -low- falling 
e.g. 
Jon. jtj 






From the above we draw the following conclu- 
sions for the three- syllabled group: 
1. Toneme I remains high- rising when it is in the 
initial position. 
It becomes mid -level when final except in the 
combinations, II + IV + I. and III + IV + I, 
in which cases it remains high- rising. 
When it is in the middle position, then if the 
first syllable is T.I or T.III, it becomes a mid- 
level tone; but if the first syllable is T.II 
or T.IV, then it remains high -rising. 
2. Toneme II has no change whatever; it remains 
a low -falling tone in whichever position it 
occurs. 
3. Toneme III remains high -falling when final and 
becomes high -level when initial. 
When it is in the middle, then if the first 
syllable is T.I or T.III, it remains high- falling, 
though ending at about mid -high; but if the first 
syllable is T.II or T.IV, then it becomes high - 
level. 
4. Toneme IV remains low- falling- rising when initial. 
It becomes low -low- falling and is checked by a 
glottal stop when final. 
When it is in the middle position then it becomes 
low- level. 
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5. The following position variants occur: 
Initial: T.I remains high-rising. 
T.II remains low-falling. 
T.III becomes high-level. 
T.IV remains low-failing-rising. 
Medial: T.I, when the first syllable is 
T.I or T.III, becomes a mid- 
level tone. Otherwise it 
remains high-rising. 
T.II remains low-falling. 
when the first syllable is 
T.II or T.IV, becomes high- 
level. Otherwise it becomes 
half-high-falling. 
T.IV becomes.low-level. 
Final: T.I becomes mid-level except in the 
combinations, II 4- IV I and 
III 4. IV 4- 19 in which cases it 
remains high-rising. 
T.II remains low-falling. 
T.III remains high- 
T.IV becomes a low-low-failing and is 
checked by a glottal stop. 
Tom ¡IN? Waimfrow iwiW 1/14-tdi' li) PRA4 - 
--r 




\i (--t-iir-f ) 
V vt J J 
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C. Four -syllabled group. 
The tonal behaviour of the four -syllabled 
group is as follows: 
1. Toneme I remains high -rising when it is in the 
initial position. 
When it is the 2nd or 3rd or 4th syllable then 
it becomes mid -level. 
e.g. b [ do -f ,beJ east, west, 
south and north 
_4ft4t Luan _n; Renaissance 
2. Toneme II remains low- falling in whatever position 
it occurs. 
g 
4 gt) Cniôu `tau -m jnien7 ox- headed and 
horse -faced, 
characters in 
the Under World 
-tJâr 
the Great Wall 
3. Toneme III remains high -falling when final. It 
becomes high -level in any other position. 
Lit tta.LL ,3an c1ZZ \ a3 straw -men and 
paper horses 
;au,. y -kta.- ,,n] singing birds 
J and fragrant 
flowers 
4. Toneme IV remains low -falling- rising when it is in the 
initial position, but becomes low -level when it is the 
2nd or 3rd syllable, and low -low- falling when it is in 
the final position. 
"3",1.4k, CSS or1 -5ov -Jd ì scholars 
J J J peasants 
labourers and 
merchants 
U L Y l ̀3i °13 ` vt] egoism 
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5. The following positional variants occur: 
Initial: T.I remains high- rising. 
T.II remains low- falling. 
T.III becomes high -level. 
T.IV remains low- falling- rising. 
Medial: T.I becomes mid -level. 
T.II remains low- falling 
T.III becomes high -level. 
T.IV becomes low -level. 
Final: T.I becomes mid -level. 
T.II remains low -falling. 
T.III remains high- falling. 
T.IV becomes low -low- falling and 
is checked by a glottal stop. 
IoN2VaiS A 
N 
í nir11L MEDIAL T--/NA 
T 1 I -I --{ 
J ,1 J J 
\i i \I 
_I J 
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(Tononal ) A- /1st y Fo-to, -sy yayd ilßff 
( 77Z-Ya.-}ztz) 
1 1 1 1 5tik42,i] i'dyau -- -15; -pan] iitmsfio7 crvyaM;aj7/i0 
( -zt1.t fir) 
I l I A `il/ ili ¿' yuan -Xuâ -ty ,ye s =MrAs ak) 
mull, 
(l T t I fi/. tJ17) 
4-1-4/6-z. / J 1 / .3 
y.! tztlt) 
r 4 ee ,-)R 
(-)7 I tltT-t-r) 
1I1 
1 1 a A'0-2-4) 
ci L-u- +IL t) 
//0.3 t4 t7 
(7 zflt,71fi) 
/01,1- k 







( y - .- g.-teilTY( 
1 - 1 
/,9 /,9 yAttv7.1E, 
-dyn - ¡ \ Gliz y)k 
1041e mI?-e 
('tan -peg - l;1 c MU/ r #O:df 
yn -da3 \ c13% y .Ì w ex/2/da 
, .beJ -east, wt5f; sou aid 
f/110') -do ,if" \ f&i l 74,(sre -dot k61.1/1,1 
['tie/J/7 -Ltzaì y0)1 ylahlicivl R44 y!'lGttit-md-de 
P / 
disS-!/f 
1 G-J ì -Q r-uer'] U7ìLty dGt-Plis -° 1 ß J 
ld a-x ua i Jr J lyl G9S/yíyly llYlPlyfl/llf/ 
Cc -6n tnai 1 naJ cv'Gf u Ì se.4 
y (aM uei7 d, c iPs 
- - 4-vathi' t ;n da J 
yaM - ot,' . yJ ata -es 
C yyn - a _ 100 \tsah] / l,#Glly/r 
l -r w -On 3 wi44. //M.a/í pyi4c^rle 




o f \19e] e 5rAit , w- l' fidÓ 





1 ( L' o ,) - {'LÍ PiV1 ;u sP,uG,e reSea/G[ 
1,, 1 1_M- Cgo ,xau. \uay) san] /74(C/f y ['-foi ,ckui,yiefri7 cG4lefril 74(74(Ì al01py 
1093 01:*.§ 
) 
yau. fe; \maJ pof es iGc 




1/1 0, \ oly ts au. -f U 2l J Ode G l /{Gl/s/°y/CQ/ I 5t J fsal, 11 -ss dieJ d5f//Ms m 
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The results of my investigation in this 
chapter may now be summarised: 
1. There are ten principal allotones for the 





(1) high- rising 
(2) mid -level 
(3) low -falling 
(4) high- falling 
(5) high -level 
(6) half -high falling 
(7) low -falling- rising 
(8) low- low -falling 
(9) low -level 
(10)neutral tone 
2. Toneme II always remains low- falling. 
3. Toneme I and IV remain unchanged in the initial 
position. 
4. Toneme III remains unchanged when it is in the 
final position. 
5. When Toneme I goes through perturbation the 
naming tone is always substituted by a mid -level 
tone or one slightly lower. 
6. The naming tone of Toneme III is replaced by a 
high -level tone when it is initial in a three - 
syllabled -group or when it is the first three 
In some cases 
syllables in a four -syllabled group.,{ it is re- 
placed by a half -high -falling tone when it is 
the middle syllable in a three -syllabled group. 
7. The naming tone of Toneme IV is replaced by a low - 
level tone when it is in the middle of either a 
/three -syllabled 
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three -syilabled or a four- syllabled- group. It is 
replaced by a low -low -falling tone checked by a 




INTONATION AND ITS RELATIONSHIP TO TONES. 
In the preceding chapter I have presented the 
changes of the tones. In this chapter I shall deal 
with intonation. 
Intonation is the fluctuation of the voice 
pitch as applied to the whole sentence. It is the 
sentence melody and is superimposed on the sentence 
as a whole. When compared with tones, intonation may 
be said to be of a larger unit, because tones apply 
to individual syllables whereas intonation covers 
the whole sentence. Unlike tones, furthermore, a 
change of intonation does not affect the lexical value 
of words. As stated before, intonation only adds 
shades of meaning to the sentence spoken and brings 
out the attitude of the speaker and the eomotional 
state he is in. 
Every community has its own intonation pattern, 
i.e., its own rules of changing the voice pitch when 
uttering the sentence. The fluctuation of the voice 
pitch of the individual follows, consciously as well 
as unconsciously, these patterns. Those whose intona- 
tion does not coincide with these patterns are con- 
sidered foreign speakers. ( "Foreign" in the broad 
sense, meaning 'strange' or 'peculiar' or 'alien'.) 
Those who are not familiar with these patterns natur- 




In a tonal language one would imagine the 
pitch of each syllable to be fixed beforehand, and 
therefore that it would be difficult for a tonal 
language to have "intonation ". But on closer exami- 
nation we find pitch phenomena which we can only 
regard as "intonation" superimposed upon the tonal 
system. It is true that the relative pitches of the 
individual tones in contrast to one another (in a 
sentence) remain more or less the same and that one 
cannot give contours to them as K. L. Pike did to 
American English. Yet apart from the changes due 
to tonal environment as shown in the previous chap- 
ter, there remain characteristics and modulations 
of the voice pitch which bring out different shades 
of meaning. The fact is that the sentence may be 
spoken in different "keys" when representing differ- 
ent attitudes, and that the syllables, especially 
the final one, go through perturbation, thus giving 
the whole sentence a rising or falling tune.* There - 
fore the tones in a sentence do not determine its 
intonation but, on the contrary, are affected to 
some extent by the intonation of the sentence. Be- 
fore I go further I will give two examples which 
may help to make this clearer. 
If the sentence ('.ta ,c{5;a,,L .Xue; : t1e . la] (Then he 
ik3 g-fc; t t27 1 1 , I -(.I /went 
* 
See p. 63 under"perturbation: 
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went home.) is used as a statement, then it is 
spoken on the pitch level between mid and low. 
If the same sentence is used as a question, then 
the last three unstressed syllables are pronounced 
in a higher pitch 14.1V If the sentence is used 
to express protest, then not only are the last 
three syllables spòken in a higher pitch than the 
first two, but the whole sentence is spoken on a 
higher pitch level. Again if the short sentence l A 
[Y. rjo) .Il (It's me.) is spoken as a statement, 
it is spoken on the mid level with LT)] falling from 
high to low. Here [jo] retains the same tone as its 
naming tone, which is high -falling. When this sen- 
tance is spoken as a question, then the (rtJoj becomes 
high -level though the pitch level of the whole sen- 
tence is the same as that of the statement. But if 
the sentence is used to represent surprise, then not 
only is [rjo] pronounced with a high -level allotone 
but the pitch of the whole sentence is also pronounced 
on a high pitch level. 
In this chapter I shall try to describe the in- 
tonation of some types of sentences in the Chengtu 
dialect, the circumstances under which they are used 
and the shades of meaning they convey. According to 
the data which I have assembled, intonation in the 
/ Chengtu 
* See Part I, pl ; and below, p 63 under "pitch level, 
--See Part I, p., 
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Chengtu dialect may be regarded as consisting of three 
factors: 
(1) The pitch level on which the sentence is 
spoken - -- roughly divided into high, mid- 
high, mid, mid -low, and low. 
(2) The range of pitch the sentence covers --- 
divided into wide, medium, and narrow. 
(3) Perturbation of the final syllable --- As 
mentioned above, perturbation of the individual 
syllables occurs as a result of the intonation 
superimposed upon the sentence.* It is the 
final syllable alone, however, which gives the 
clue to the listener whether the sentence is 
a question or a statement, whether it has a 
rising or a falling tune. I must here explain 
that this rising or falling has no reference 
to the pitch of the preceding syllables, but 
only to the pitch of the final syllable. Thus 
whether I call a sentence as having a rising 
or falling tune depends on whether, after under- 
going perturbation, its final syllable is a 
rising or falling tone. In the case of a rising 
naming tone of the final syllable being replaced 
by its level allotone, I classify the sentence 
as having a "falling" tune; and in the case of 
a falling naming tone being replaced by a level 
/ allotone, 
* In connected speech the perturbation of tones 
follows more or less the formulae discussed in 
the previous chapter except that they are more 
inclined to become neutral tones. Perturbation 
of the final syllable and of syllables receiving 
special stress is discussed in this Chapter. 
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allotone, I classify the sentence as having 
a "rising" tune. 
The examples given in this chapter are all 
picked out from the eight hours' conversation I 
recorded. Unfortunately there is scarcely one 
single sentence among them that is spoken with two 
different types of intonation. Also since the sen- 
tences have been taken out of their contexts, they may 
seem rather brief and abrupt. Against these disadvan- 
tages may be set the fact that all the examples are 
from real life situations; none of them have been 
spoken with "simulated emotions" or read aloud, or made 
up for the purpose of illustrating intonation. 
I have put the examples on the attached music manu- 
script paper. The four spaces and the blank above the 
top line of each staff represent the pitch levels - -- 
high, mid -high, mid, mid -low, and low. The intonation 
of the sentence is marked above the phonetic transcrip- 
tion. The mark [1 represents rising, L\-3 represents 
falling and [ -] represents level. The difference in 
length of the marks represents roughly the relative 
time taken over the syllable uttered. In rapid conver- 
sation many words are unstressed and become neutral 
tones. These are marked with dots. L.] The Arabic 
numerals under each syllable represent the toneme, to 
which it belongs. 
/Besides 
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Besides intonation I find that rhythm, stress, 
tempo and voice quality also help to indicate the 
mood or the emotional state of the speaker. But as 
these are not the main topic of my study I am unable, 
in the present dissertation, to go into these elements 
in detail. I shall touch upon them in a very general 
way. 
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I. ORDINARY SENTENCES. 
By ordinary sentences I mean statements and 
questions used in ordinary polite conversation. The 
speaker is good -humoured and in a conversational 
mood. He is emotionally placid and calm, and is 
non -committal in what he says. He is merely stating 
a fact, not giving it particular emphasis. 
A. Statements 
The pitch level of this type of sentence is be- 
tween mid and low. The range is medium. 
If the statement consists of several high tones, 
i.e. high -rising or high -falling, then each one of them 
starts on a lower pitch than the preceding one. If 
there are several breath groups in one sentence then 
the first breath group is higher in pitch than the 
following ones. 
This type of sentence has a falling tune. If the 
sentence ends in a high tone while the rest of the sen- 
tence are low tones the high tone naturally remains 
higher than the low ones, but even the high tone has an 
inclination to fall. The perturbation of the final 
syllable is as follows: 
Toneme I (naming tone: high- rising) becomes 
mid -level. 
Toneme II (naming tone: low -falling) remains 
low- falling. 




Toneme IV (naming tone: low -falling- rising) 
becomes low -low- falling checked by a 
glottal stop. 
As will be seen later, this is one pattern for 
the perturbation of the final syllable, and is shared 
by all sentences with a falling tune; sentences with 
a rising tune follow another pattern. 
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The general pitch level of the questions is the 
same as that of the statements, namely, between mid 
and low. The range is medium. 
This type of sentence has a rising tune. The 
perturbation of the final syllable is as follows: 
Toneme I (naming tone -- high -rising) remains 
high -rising and often ends higher than 
usual. 
Toneme II (naming tone -- low -falling) becomes low - 
level. 
Toneme III (naming tone -- high- falling) becomes 
high -level. 
Toneme IV (naming tone -- low- falling- rising) 
becomes low- rising. 
This is the pattern for the perturbation of the 
final syllable in sentences with a rising rune. 
In spoken Chinese, sentences often end with particles 
like [al [sa.v1], { Ata], [ (e], [ Io], ,i4, r=, ri_,,i,j, , fi et. These 
particles are meaningless by themselves but they play an 
important part in bringing out the intonation of the 
sentence and thus denote whether the sentence is a ques- 
tion or a statement. If the particle is pronounced on 
a high pitch level or with a rising tone, then the sen- 
tence is a question. If on the other hand the particle 
is pronounced with a falling tone, then the sentence is 
a statement. It may be asked whether it is these 
/particles 
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particles that fix the intonation of the sentence or 
whether they merely bring out the intonation more 
clearly to the listener by indicating whether the 
sentence has a rising or a falling tune. The latter 
explanation seems a more plausible one since the same 
particle can be used in different types of sentences 
and it is then pronounced with different tones. 
These particles are often also used with unfini- 
shed sentences, in which case they are pronounced 
with a rising tone and give a sense of suspense to 
the listener. They seem to leave the sentence dangling 
in mid air, and the utterance is not finished. 
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II. EMPHATIC SENTENCES 
By emphatic sentences I mean statements in 
which the speaker gives emphasis or prominence to 
some specific point. He is concerned to bring it 
into contrast with other points or to intensify its 
significance. But emotionally he is not agitated. 
In ordinary speech Chinese syllables are more or less 
evenly stressed. But in this type of sentence there 
is often one particular word or syllable which re- 
ceives an extra stress, the word being the point 
emphasised. This stress on the part of the speaker 
seems to imply "This is what I mean." 
The pitch level is between mid -high and low. 
The range is wide. The perturbation of the syllable 
receiving extra stress is as follows: 
T.I. (n.t. high -rising) remains high- rising and 
ends yet higher than its normal pitch in an 
ordinary statement. 
T.II (n.t. low- falling) falls yet lower. 
T.III (n.t. high -falling) becomes high -level. 
T.IV (n.t. low- falling -rising) remains low- falling- 
rising but ends in a higher pitch than usual. 
Emphatic sentences have a falling tune. The per- 
turbation of the final syllable is as follows: 
T.I (n.t. hig ising) becomes mid- level. 
/T.II 
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T.II (n.t. low -falling) remains low- falling. 
T.III (n.t. high -falling) remains high -falling. 
T.IV (n.t. low -falling- rising) becomes low -low- 
falling. 
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III. SENTENCES EXPRESSING CERTAIN ATTITUDES OR 
EMOTIONAL STATES. 
When we speak, we may merely be stating a fact 
or giving special emphasis to certain points. But 
sometimes we may want to do more; we want also to 
convey our personal reactions or attitudes to our 
listener or to express our feelings as well. Under 
these circumstances our emotion is a predominant 
element; therefore the intonation we use is differ- 
ent from that we use when speaking under unemotional 
circumstances. 
In this section I shall describe the intonation of 
several types of sentences which express different 
attitudes or emotions. The seven types of sentences 
that I chose are: 
(1) sentences expressing emphatic approval, 
(2) sentences expressing vexation, 
(3) sentences expressing awe, 
(4) sentences expressing contempt, 
(5) sentences containing a protest, 
(6) sentences expressing surprise, 
(7) sentences implying dismissal of the topic. 
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(1) Sentences expressing emphatic approval: 
By these I mean statements in which the speaker 
is very sure of himself and at the same time is in 
perfect accord with what the last speaker has just 
uttered. There is a sort of finality in his sentence. 
It implies "that's that," or "I know it is so ". In 
showing approval the sense involved is "Quite right!" 
or "That's just it!" 
The pitch level of this type of sentence is be- 
tween mid -high and low. The range is wide. 
This type of sentence has a falling tune. The 
perturbation of the final syllable is as follows: 
T.I (n.t. high- rising) becomes mid- level. 
T.II (n.t. low -falling) remains low- falling. 
T.III (n.t. high -falling) remains high -falling. 
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(2) Sentences expressing vexation or annoyance: 
This type of sentence is used when the speaker 
is in a bad mood. He is trying to start an argument. 
What is implied seems to be "Now I ask you ...." or 
"It's all your own fault, so ...." or "How can you 
ask such.a stupid question ?" 
The pitch level of this type of sentence is 
between high and mid. The range is medium. It has 
a rising tune. The perturbation of the final sylla- 
ble is as follows: 
T.I (n.t. high- rising) remains high -rising. 
T.II (n.t. low- fálling) becomes low -level. 
There is a tendency for the speaker to 
add a particle after the final syllable 
if it should happen to be Toneme II; the 
particle is invariably pronounced on a 
higher level than the end point of Toneme 
II.) 
T.III (n.t. high -falling) becomes high -level. 
Sometimes it even has a very slight rise. 
T.IV (n.t. low -falling- rising) becomes low -rising. 
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(3) Sentences expressing awe 
This kind of sentence is used when the speaker 
wants to show that what he is talking about is some- 
thing of great importance. He wants to impress his 
listener and at the same time to convey the idea 
that he himself is impressed by what he is trying 
to tell. In other words, he wants to create awe 
among his listeners. What is implied is "This is 
something wonderful:" or "That's terrific:" 
This type of sentence is spoken on a low pitch, 
varying between mid -low and low. The range is narrow 
and all the tones seem to be compressed together; 
therefore there is a tendency for all the tones to 
become level. Both the rising and the falling of 
tones are very slight. The sentence has a falling 
tune. The perturbation of the final syllable is 
as follows: 
Toneme I (n.t. high -rising) becomes mid -level. 
Toneme II (n.t. low- falling) remains low- falling. 
Toneme III (n.t. high- falling) remains high- falling, 
Toneme IV (n.t. low- falling- rising) becomes low - 
low- falling. 
The voice quality in this type of sentence is 
often "breathy" or "husky ". 
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(4) Sentences expressing contempt: 
This type of sentence is used when the speaker 
is in a contemptuous frame of mind. He is ready to 
snap at the person spoken to and to close the conver- 
sation as soon as possible. The sentence implies 
"This is impossible ", or "What nonsense you are 
talking about" or "Let's proceed no more". 
The pitch level is between mid -high and low. 
The range is wide. The characteristic feature of 
this type of sentence is that one syllable in it is 
always lengthened. The syllables which come before 
or after the lengthened one are usually huddled to- 
gether and spoken quickly; thus they often become 
neutral tones. The perturbation of the lengthened 
syllable is as follows: 
T.I. (n.t. high -rising) remains high- rising 
and rises higher than usual. 
T.II (n.t. low -falling) falls lower than usual. 
T.III (n.t. high- falling) starts higher than 
usual and also falls lower. 
T.IV (n.t. low-falling-rising) becomes low - 
rising and ends at a point higher than 
ordinary. 
This type of sentence has a falling tune. The 
perturbation of the final syllable is as follows: 
T.I (n.t. high -rising) becomes mid -level. 
/T.II 
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T.II (n.t. low- falling) remains low -falling. 
T.III (n.t. high -falling) remains high -falling. 
T.IV (n.t. low- falling -rising) becomes low -low- 
falling. 
But, as stated above, the lengthening of a 
particular syllable affects the lengths of the other 
syllables in the sentence. Therefore, it is not in- 
frequent that the final syllables become neutral 
tones. 
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(5) Sentences containing a protest: 
This type of sentence is used when the speaker 
is greatly agitated or excited. It is often used in 
an argument when the speaker hopes to shout his 
opponent down. Unlike sentences expressing vexa- 
tion, the speaker is not deliberately starting an 
argument. On the contrary, he is the victim; he 
is being provoked. He is anxious to make himself 
understood. Under these circumstances, the listener 
is often also trying to talk at the same time; the 
result therefore is that this type of sentence is 
usually spoken throughout on a high pitch level, be- 
tween high and mid -high. Sometimes the sentence may 
start on a high pitch level and then fall to low, 
but one feels it is the high- pitched part of the 
sentence that contains the protest, because by the 
time the voice pitch falls to low, the speaker's 
emotional state has returned to normal. Also it is 
not infrequent that the sentence is left unfinished. 
The range of this type of sentence is narrow. 
It has a rising tune. The perturbation of the final 
syllable is as follows: 
T.I (n.t. high -rising) remains high -rising. 
T.II (n.t. low- falling) becomes low -level. 
T.III (n.t. high -falling) becomes high -level. 
T.IV (n.t. low -falling- rising) becomes low- rising. 
The tempo in which this type of sentence is spoken 
is very fast. 
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(6) Sentences expressing surprise: 
This type of sentence is used when the 
speaker is taken by surprise or is puzzled. 
It implies incredulity as well. It means 
"Really ?:" or "Can this be true ?" 
The pitch level is between high and mid - 
low. It starts at about mid -high or high and 
usually ends at mid. It never ends below mid- 
low. 
The range is wide. 
This type of sentence has a falling tune. 
The perturbation of the final syllable is as 
follows: 
T.I (n.t. high -rising) becomes mid -level, 
sometimes with even a very slight fall. 
T.II (n.t. low- falling) remains low- falling. 
T.III (n.t. high -falling) remains high - 
falling. 
T.IV (n.t. low- falling- rising) becomes low - 
low- falling. 
If the Ordinary Sentences of p. above 
are taken as the norm, the tempo of this type 
of sentence is fast, though it is not so fast 
as that of sentences containing a protest 
(p. above). 
* 
Often a single interjection is used to express 
the surprise instead of a sentence then it in- 
variably has a rising tone starting from mid -high. 
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(7) Sentences implying a dismissal of the topic: 
This type of sentence is used when the 
speaker is preoccupied with something else. This 
does not mean that the speaker wants to put a 
stop to the conversation, nor is this type of sen- 
tence as forbidding as those expressing contempt 
and vexation. In this case, the speaker merely 
wants to pass on to another topic. It is used to 
dismiss the subject matter but not the person 
spoken to. It implies "Never mind this; it's 
not important." 
The pitch level is between mid -low and low. 
The range is narrow; therefore the rising and 
falling of the tones are very slight. 
This type of sentence has a falling tune. The 
perturbation of the final syllable is as follows: 
T.I (n.t. high- rising) becomes mid -level. 
T.II (n.t. low -falling) remains low -falling. 
T.III (n.t. high- falling) remains high -falling. 
T.IV (n.t. low -falling- rising) becomes low -low- 
falling. 
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From the results given above, we may 
draw the following conclusions: 
1. There is a definite relationship be- 
tween pitch level and the type of 
sentence. For instance, sentences 
containing a protest are spoken on 
a high pitch level whereas sentences 
implying dismissal of the topic are 
spoken on a low pitch level. But it 
is difficult to make any general state- 
ments on this relationship. 
2. (a) The range of the pitch varies with 
the type of sentence. Sentences contain- 
ing a protest and sentences implying dis- 
missal of the topic have completely 
different pitch levels, yet both have a 
narrow range. On the other hand, emphatic 
sentences and sentences expressing contempt, 
for example, both have a narrow range. 
Ordinary statements and questions have a 
medium range. Thus, the range is at least 
a clue to the emotional state of the 
speaker. 
(b) When the range of a sentence is narrow, 
there is a tendency for all the tones to 
/become 
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become level, i.e., the rise and fall 
of the tones are very slight. 
3. (a) The perturbation of tones of the 
final syllable in the sentence follow 
two distinct patterns. In sentences 
with a rising tune, i.e., in which the 
final syllable is a "rising" tone, the 
perturbation is as follows: 
T.I (n.t. high -rising) remains high - 
rising. 
T.II (n.t. low- falling) becomes low - 
level. 
T.III (n.t. high- falling) becomes high - 
level. 
T.IV (n.t. low- falling- rising) becomes 
low- rising. 
In sentences with a falling tune, i.e., 
in which the final syllable is a "falling" 
tone, it is as follows: 
T.I (n.t. high- rising) becomes mid -level. 
T.II (n.t. low -falling) remains low- falling, 
T.III (n.t. high- falling) remains high - 
falling. 




(b) The two tunes are used for different 
types of sentences. The rising tune 
is used for 
(1) questions requiring an answer 
other than yes or no, 
(2) sentences expressing vexation, 
(3) sentences containing a protest, 
(4) unfinished sentences,. 
The falling tune is used for 
(1) ordinary and emphatic statements, 
(2) sentences expressing emphatic 
approval, 
(3) sentences expressing awe, 
(4) sentences expressing contempt, 
(5) sentences expressing surprise, 
(6) sentences implying dismissal. 
CONCLUSIONS. 
Having described in Chapter I the tones 
and their behaviour in the Chengtu dialect and 
analysed in Chapter II the intonation of some 
types of sentences, I am now able to present 
the following general conclusions: 
First, tones pronounced in isolation behave 
differently from those pronounced in connected 
speech. In connected speech they go through 
perturbation. This is usually governed by the 
position they occupy in the phrase or by the tonal 
environment. It may also be governed by grammatical 
structure, though this does not form part of my 
present inquiry. 
Second, besides the four naming tones in the 
Chengtu dialect, I found six other tones which, 
together with those naming tones, could be grouped 
into four tonemes. It is the interchange of these 
tones which formed the study of the tonal behaviour 
in the first part of this thesis. 
Third, intonation does exist in the Chengtu 
dialect. It is superimposed on the whole sentence. 
And it is this superimposed intonation that modifies 
the individual tones and not the individual tones 
that decide the intonation of the sentence. 
My purpose in undertaking this study has been 
twofold. On one hand, it is my hope that the work 
/may 
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may serve as a teaching manual for intonation 
in the Chengtu dialect. In the process of 
acquiring the right intonation, the advanced 
student may find the nlúnerous examples useful. 
Though they are taken only from the speech of 
two people (the informant and myself), they 
more or less represent the main speech characteris- 
tics of the Chengtu dialect. 
Oh the other hand, the material I assembled 
and particularly the conclusions I reached may be 
of some value to students of other dialects. Tone 
sandhi has already been studied in many Chinese 
dialects , though without the help of the more 
modern instruments. It would be desirable for 
similar work to be done on A 
eresting question is whether in other dialects in- 
tonation is also indicated by the perturbation of 
one particular syllable, which in the case of the 
Chengtu dialect is the final syllable. It would 
also be interesting to know if the resulting tunes 
could be divided neatly into two or more patterns. 
If a number of other dialects could be studied 
along lines similar to the present inquiry, we could 
then perhaps come to a more general explanation of 
tonal behaviour and intonation in the Chinese dia- 
lects. 
* Chiu, Bien -Ming: The Tone 
Kao, Ming -Kai: "The Sandhi 
Dialect'; 
Lü Hsiang: "Tone -Sandi in 
Behaviour in Hagu; 
Phenomenon of the Foochow 
the Tang -Yang dialect. 
-- Y.R.Chao has written on intonation in Mandarin in 
"Tone and Intonation in Chinese ". 
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APPENDIX The Method of Obtaining Intonation 
Curves from the Spectrograms. 
Though the sound spectrograph is not made mainly 
for detecting the pitch of sounds yet the spectrograms 
show unmistakably the inflection of the voice. By 
using the narrow band the individual harmonics of 
the vocal cord tone are visible. These tracings show 
clearly the inflections (or modulations) of syllables 
(i.e. whether they are rising or falling or level etc). 
At the same time we can also note the differences of 
pitch between syllables by observing the spaces between 
the horizontal lines. The reason for this is: the wider 
the space (i.e. the wider apart the lines), the higher 
the frequency, therefore, the higher the pitch. 
In order to show their relative difference in 
pitch I have plotted some tracings on graph paper. 
The vertical scale represents frequency and the hori- 
zontal, time. The calibration unit is set at 500 c /sec; 
the space between one calibration line and the next is 
approximately equal to /4" (degree of error = + 5 %) 
(4O" in 2" out; 200 out in 4000 5 out in 100; 5 %) 
I first measure the distance from the baseline to the 
highest harmonic below which all the harmonics are 
clearly shown, then having calculated the frequency 
this represents, I divide this frequency by the number 
/of 
* 
The filter has a pass band width of 45 c.p.s. 
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of harmonics counted. The result obtained is the 
fundamental of that particular syllable I am 
measuring. For example, if the distance between 
the fifth harmonic and the baseline isó "; 4 then is 
multiplied by 200 and the result is divided by 5. 
The final result, 160, would be the fundamental. 
We should, of course, measure every turning point 
of the harmonics (i.e. the maxima and minima of the 
curves). Then by joining the dots (i.e. the fundamental) 
which we put on the graph paper we get the graph we 
need. This graph, in fact, coincides in shape with 
the curve of the actual tracings of the corresponding 
sonogram, only the plotted graph gives a definite fre- 
quency. However, we have to bear in mind that not 
every sonogram can be thus plotted, e.g. syllables 
spoken in other than normal voice quality, or spoken 
while laughing etc. Then a large amount of noise 
would accompany the vibration of the vocal cords and 
the tracings of the harmonics are thus smudged by the 
interference. I should also point out that sometimes 
the tracings are rather thick and it is hard to decide 
which part of the thick lines should be taken as the 
calculating point (i.e. taken into measure). In such 
a case I usually take the middle of the line. 
For my present purpose, which is to find out 
/approximately 
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approximately the inflections of the voice by 
finding out the fundamentals of the syllables 
and to check the tracings with the notations I took 
down by ear, this process proves very helpful and 
mainly satisfactory. 
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